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1. Introduction
The overall objective of this project is to characterize the formation and regulation of newly identified, 

biologically active, higher order DNA structures in the promoter of kRAS, which is a signaling molecule that 
has been shown to have aberrant activity in over 90% of pancreatic cancers. The higher order DNA 
structure under examination is a G-quadruplex, capable of forming in guanine-rich DNA regions found in 
regulatory regions of DNA, such as telomeres, centromeres, 5’ UTR’s and promoters. Generally these 
structures function to silence transcription, although each promoter structure requires individual 
examination for a functional determination. Within the kRAS promoter lies an extensive guanine-rich region 
of DNA with three separate putative G-quadruplex forming regions, which we have termed near, mid, and 
far in relation to their proximity to the transcriptional start site. The near region has been previously 
described, but we have shown it to be biologically inert, in contrast to the more distal mid-G4-forming 
region. The project focused on this newly identified DNA region, and has characterized the predominating 
isoforms under physiological conditions (Aim 1). Additionally, we have examined the transcriptional 
regulation of the kRAS promoter, with particular attention to the dynamic structures formed within the mid-
G4-forming region, by the transcriptional regulators Sp1, MAZ, and p53 (both wild-type and mutant). Works 
extended to describe the effects on kRAS transcription by E2F, AP1, and PPAR-gamma, as well as a 
search for new promoter binding proteins. Cumulatively, findings from this proposal will have described a 
novel molecular target with detailed structural and regulatory information, enabling a concentrated drug 
discovery program with marked promise for new pancreatic cancer therapeutics.  

2. Keywords:
G-quadruplex, kRAS, Sp1, p53, MAZ, transcriptional control

3. Accomplishments:
The major goals of this project were to (1) Determine the predominant G4 structures within the mid- and
far-regions of the kRAS core promoter, and to (2) Establish dynamic G4 regulation by candidate
endogenous proteins. Progress in these goals are as follows:

In the initial
application, we
presented
biological data
demonstrating
basal
expression
changes and
the effects of
G4 induction
with a
luciferase
plasmid
containing the
entirety of the
kRAS promoter
intact or with
deletions of 
each G4-
forming region.
Conclusions
from these
plasmids led us
to pursue the
G4-formations
in the mid- and

Figure 1. G4 formations in the extended kRAS promoter region. (A) The kRAS promoter shown from 
− 324 to − 39 bp relative to the transcriptional start site, contains distinct guanine-rich regions, termed 
near, mid, and far in the 5′–3′ direction; only mid- and far-were considered for this study; * denote G-to-T 
mutations within each region for knockout mutations shown in (C). (B) ECD was used to determine G4 
formation and stability within each of these G4-forming regions in the absence (solid line) or presence of 
100 mM KCl alone (long dash line) or in the presence of 40% acetonitrile (ACN) (short dash line). 
Thermal stability from 20 to 100 °C is shown in the inset of mid; the lack of strong G4 formation for G4far 
made melting not possible. (C) ECD demonstrated a lack of inducible G4 formation in the presence of 
100 mM KCl with the selected G-to-T mutations in the knock-out (ko) sequences. (D) Electromobility shift 
assays were used to demonstrate the inter- versus intra-molecular G4 formations within each G4-
forming region in the presence of 100 mM KCl with or without 40% ACN. A downward shifting of the 
DNA with the G4mid sequences, as compared to its linear ko sequences, indicates intramolecular 
structure formation, particularly evident in the presence of both cationic strength and dehydration. The 
G4far sequence, in the absence and presence of 100 mM KCl, demonstrates a downward shift from the 
linear ko sequence, but there is no difference between these two solvent conditions. In contrast, in the 
presence of KCl and ACN, there is a lack of a downward shift and the presence of retarded migration, as 
compared to control and KCl alone, indicating the potential for intramolecular G4 species.
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far-G4-forming regions. However, the findings with the far-region were inconsistent with the G4-formation 
ex vivo. In this most distal region of the kRAS promoter, it was evident from electronic circular dichroism 
(ECD) and electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) that any G4 formation was between multiple 
strands of DNA – an intramolecular G4 (Figure 1).  

Specific Aim 1: Determine the predominant G4 structures within the mid- and far-regions of the 
kRAS core promoter. 
Task 1.1: Determine the effect of varied 
physiological stressors, including chemical and 
mechanical, on G4 dynamics.  

The most commonly studied stabilizing 
force for G4s is the presence of a monovalent 
cation, frequently KCl. We sought first to 
identify the effects of KCl-mediated G4 
stabilization on the mid-forming region (Figure 
2). Increasing KCl demonstrated a 
concentration-dependent effect on thermal 
stability (Figure 2, bottom), and an inverse 
relationship with G4 isoform distribution in that 
the more KCl present, the fewer isoforms noted (as demonstrated by a steeper slope). 10 mM KCl will be 
used in further studies with multiple forces to modulate G4 formation, and 100 mM will be used to mimic 
the most stable structure noted. 

The number of cycles used to prepare 
G4’s from ssDNA can vary greatly, and 
can impact the structures formed. 
Therefore, we examined the effects of 1, 
5, or 10 cycles of heating to 95 °C for 5 
minutes, and cooling at 4 °C for 5 minutes. 
Spectra for all samples made it clear that 
the G4mid is a mixed parallel and 
antiparallel structure; more G4 formation 
occurred with more annealing cycles 
(Figure 3, top). Despite more G4 
structures forming, it is clear by the 
thermal melting profile (Figure 3, bottom), 
both by the steepness of the melt (slope = 
-0.06, as compare to 0.03 and 0.02 for 5x and 10x annealing, respectively) and by the 50% formation 
temperature (67 °C, versus 47 °C and 66 °C for 5x and 10x annealing, respectively). As one cycle of 
annealing G4mid facilitates the most narrow and thermally stable structure, it was used for all future 
experiments.  

Various dehydrating (acetonitrile, glucose, sucrose) and crowding 
(PEG-300, Ficoll, Dextran, Glycerol) co-solvents were incubated with the 
linear kRAS mid-G4-forming DNA (in the presence of 10 mM KCl) during 
the G4 annealing process from 0 – 40%. The saturating percentage for 
each co-solvent was determined, as described in Figure 4. At their 
saturating concentrations, the effects of each co-colvent on the thermal 
melt and isoform distribution was studied (Table 1). The sharpest slope, 
with minor changes in thermal stability, were noted with 10% ficoll 
(crowding) and 20% acetonitrile (dehydration). As ficoll was not noted, 
spectrally, to markedly increase G4 formation, and as the incorporation of 
acetonitrile in G4 studies is supported by other literature examples1,2, 
studies were continued with acetonitrile. 

Table 1 DTM Slope (D %) 

PEG-
300 

38 -0.02 (-59) 

ACN 3.3 -0.05 (+25) 

Ficoll -4 -0.06 (+34) 

Glucose 0 -0.04 (-13) 

Dextran 0 -0.04 (+/-0) 

Glycerol -1 -0.04 (-9) 

Sucrose 0 -0.04 (-7) 

Figure 2. Monovalent cationic 
effects on G4mid formation. 
G4mid was annealed in the 
presence of varying [KCl], mM. 
Thermal profiles (top) 
demonstrate a dose-
dependent effect on G4 
stability and isoform 
distribution (bottom). 10 mM 
KCl increases thermal stability 
of a broad base of structures, 
whereas 100 mM KCl 
markedly stabilizes fewer G4s. 

Figure 3. Number of melting cycles 
to isolate predominant G4mid 
species. G4mid was annealed and 
cooled 1, 5, or 10x in the presence of 
100 mM KCl; spectra (top) and 
thermal melting profiles were 
obtained for each condition. All 
species were mixed parallel and 
antiparallel structures (top), and 
more structures were formed with an 
increase in heat and anneal cycles. 
From a thermal perspective, the two-
state equilibrium, with a steeper 
thermal slope, is present only with a 
single heat/anneal cycle. This 
condition was used for all future 
experimentation. 
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 DMS footprinting can reveal guanines 
involved in Hoogsteen base pairing. We 
performed this technique on the wild-type 
kRAS mid-G4 forming sequence in the 
absence and presence of 100 mM KCl (Figure 
5A-B). Several partial patterns of protection 
were evident by DMS footprinting in the +KCl 
sample. To help elucidate a predominant 
structure from this equilibrium, we introduced 
G-to-T mutations in each of the seven runs of 
three or more continuous guanines. ECD was 
then run on each mutated sample including 
both spectra and thermal stability profiles in the 
presence of 10 mM KCl alone or with 20% 
acetonitrile, or with 100 mM KCl (Figure 5C). 
From the thermal profiles, it is clear that 
mutations in both runs B and F uniformly 
disrupt G4 formation. Double knockouts of runs 
B and F abrogate G4 formation (see G4mid-ko in 
Figure 1C). Also commonly leading to lower 
thermal stability were mutations in runs C and 
E. Cumulatively from these data a predominant 
G4 was modeled for G4mid, having mixed 
parallel and anti-parallel loop directionality of 
lengths 4:10:8 in the 5’–3’ direction, three 
tetrads stacked, and involving guanines in runs 
B, C, E, and F (Figure 5D).  

Task 1.2: Determine the biological outcome of 
particular G4 formation within the kRAS 
promoter. 

We engineered a series of luciferase 

plasmids 
containing 
the 
promoter 
region from 
-324 to +50 
bp, relative 
to the 
transcriptio
nal start 
site (TSS), 
or -500 to 
+0, relative 
to the TSS. 
In addition, 
sub-cloned 
plasmid 
were 
engineered, 
wherein 
G4-forming 
regions were mutated, rather than deleted as in the original proposal (Figure 6).  In these studies, we used 

Figure 4. Dehydrating and Crowding co-solvent effects on G4mid 
formation. 0 – 40% of varying co-solvents were incubated with the 
DNA during the G4-annealing process. Spectral effects were 
measured and the percentile of each co-solvent saturating its 
effect was determined to be 10% for Glucose, 20% for Ficoll, 
Glycerol, Sucrose, Dextran Sulfate and ACN, and dual effects with 
PEG-300 at 20% and 40%. 

Figure 5. Predominant G4 isoforms formed within the 
mid-region of the kRAS promoter. (A) The G4mid 
sequence has seven runs of continuous guanines, A–
G. The circles indicate evidence of protection in the 
subsequent DMS footprinting: light gray circles 
indicate marked protection, medium gray indicate 
partial protection, and black circles indicate DMS-
mediated piperidine cleavage. (B) DMS footprinting of 
the mid promoter region of kRAS in the presence (+) 
or absence (-) of 100 mM KCl was performed. Images 
obtained from the top and bottom portions of the 
sequencing gel (boxed individually) were aligned, 
Image J software was used to graph and align 
histograms of the guanine cleavage pattern (no KCl = 
black line; 100 mM KCl = red line).  (C) Thermal 
stability of a series of G-to-T mutants interrupting runs 
A–G, individually, of the G4mid sequence in the 
presence of 10 mM KCl alone (top), in the presence of 
20% ACN (middle), or with 100 mM KCl (bottom). (D) 
Cumulatively, these data predict a G4 isoform 
formation of a tri-stacked structure incorporating runs 
B, C, E and F with intervening loops of 2, 10, and 8 
bases in the 5’–3’ direction. G = black circles, C = dark 
gray circles, T = light gray circles, A = white circles. 
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site-directed mutagenesis to 
introduce G-to-T mutations in both 
the near- and mid-G4 forming 
regions, but not the far based on the 
findings above (Figure 1). These 
mutations were designed to have 
minimal disruption on transcription 
factor binding sites but complete 
abrogation of G4 formation3. All kRAS 
promoter plasmids had basal 
expression values significantly 
different from the promoterless empty 
vector (EV) and the constituitively 
active SV40 plasmid, but were not 
significantly different from each other 
(Figure 6B). As was shown in the 
mid 1980’s by Perucho, Jordano, and 
Yamamoto 4-6, transcriptional 
activation required the 0-+50 bp 
region, and was fine-tuned by the 0-
500 bp region. Therefore this minor 
changes did not impact basal 
expression.  When the pan-G4-
stabilizing agent TMPyP4 was added 
to the kRAS-500 or kRAS-324 
plasmids, significant decreases in 
promoter activity were noted. These 
changes did not occur with the control 
cationic porphyrin isomer TMPyP2, 
supporting a role for G4-stabilization 
(Figure 6C). A dose-response of 
TMPyP4 was performed with the EV, 
SV40, kRAS-324 and 324 mt Near 
and 324 mt Mid plasmids. The 
colorimetric contribution of this 
compound modulates luciferein-glow, 
as noted with the 50 mM effects in 
the EV and SV40 plasmids; when the 
dose-response of the compound was 
considered in each plasmid, the 
kRAS-324 and 324 mt Near, but not 
324 mt Mid, plasmids demonstrated a 
dose-dependent decrease in 
promoter activity. The lack of 
TMPyP4-mediated silencing of promoter activity when the mid-G4-forming region was removed supported 
the basic premise of this study, which is that the optimal molecular target for G4-mediated modulation of 
kRAS expression is the G4mid structure.  

 We next sought to use a surrogate marker to monitor the effect of G4 formation, rather than mutating 
the promoter sequence.  We screened the Diversity Set II and III from the National Cancer Institute (NCI) 
by FRET Melt for compounds that selectively stabilized either the near- or the mid-G4 structure. From the 
screens, NSC 176327 emerged as a stabilizer for G4near, and NSC 317605 was identified as a stabilizer of 
G4mid. Both compounds harbored many similar traits to the previously identified and characterized G4-
stabilizing compounds Quindoline i7,8, NSC 3382589, and several ellipticines10. Both compounds were 
tested for their G4 promiscuity, in comparison to TMPyP2, TMPyP4, Quindoline i, and the quindoline NSC 

Figure 2. Isolating silencing G4 formations within the kRAS promoter. (A) A 
series of luciferase plasmids were constructed from the promoterless empty 
vector (EV) pGL4.17 backbone to localize the silencing G4s within the kRAS 
promoter. These included kRAS-500 (-500 – +0, relative to the transcriptional 
start site (TSS)), and kRAS-324 (-324 – +50 relative to the TSS). Site-
directed mutagenesis of kRAS-324 was used to introduce G-to-T mutations 
(approximate location indicated with white x) that abrogate G4near (324 mut 
Near) or G4mid (324 mt Mid) formation. (B) Basal expression of the non-
mutated plasmids was examined in transiently transfected HEK-293 cells for 
48 hr and normalized to renilla expression in co-transfection assays. 
Promoterless (EV) and constitutively active (SV40) plasmids were included 
as comparison. There was no significant difference between the kRAS 
promoter plasmids. (C) The effects of HEK-293 treatment (48 hr) with 25 µM 
TMPyP2 and TMPyP4 on promoter activity was examined in the EV, SV40 
and wild-type kRAS promoter containing plasmids kRAS-500 and kRAS-324. 
TMPyP4 was equally significant (#p<0.05 as compared to untreated control, 
per plasmid, as determined by one-way ANOVA) in lowering promoter activity 
in the two kRAS promoter plasmids, whereas it was inactive in the non-G4-
containing EV and SV40 plasmids at that concentration. TMPyP2 was also 
inactive in all plasmids. (D) A TMPyP4 dose response (25 and 50 µM) was 
performed in the wild-type kRAS-324 plasmid and its two generated mutant 
plasmids 324 mt Near and 324 mt Mid. The dose response was performed in 
the non-G4-containing EV and SV40 plasmids. The colorimetric contribution 
of 50 µM TMPyP4 is evident in the EV and SV40 containing plasmids. In all 
plasmids where a dose-response was evident, the magnitude of that 
response was examined by a two-way ANOVA. Both kRAS-324 and 324 mt 
Near maintained significant (^p<0.05 for dose response, as compared to EV 
and SV40 effects) G4-mediated silencing of promoter activity, whereas 324 
mt Mid did not. These findings indicate that G4-mediated silencing is 
contained within the mid-guanine-rich region of the kRAS promoter.  All 
experiments were performed in a minimum of triplicate. 
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338258 (Figure 7A) by FRET Melt using the kRAS-near, kRAS-mid, and MYC G4 sequences (Figure 7B). 
As expected, TMPyP2 was ineffective at stabilizing any of these G4s, whereas TMPyP4 significantly 
increased all of their thermal stability. Quindoline i, a previously identified MYC G4-stabilizing compound 
that was later shown to decrease MYC expression through a non-G4-mediated mechanism7,8, stabilized all 
three G4s, but was least “active” against G4mid. In agreement with previous literature9, NSC 338258 
stabilized only the MYC G4. NSC 176327 stabilized both the MYC and the G4near, but not the kRAS-mid 
structure, whereas NSC 317605 stabilized G4mid and MYC, but not 
G4near, structures. 

 The effect of stabilizing the mid-, but not near-, G4 on 
promoter regulation was examined in a luciferase system with no 
promoter (EV) or containing the full length kRAS promoter (kRAS 
3), as well as in pancreatic cancer cell lines harboring kRAS protein 
mutations – Panc-1 and AsPc1 (Figure 7C). TMPyP4 and NSC 
317605 significantly decreased the promoter activity in the kRAS, 
but not the EV plasmid; NSC 176327 had no significant effects on 
either promoter. The effect or kRAS-mid stabilizing NSC 317605 
and kRAS-near stabilizing NSC 176327 on cellular viability at 24 hr 
was measured by MTS in both cell lines, cells were treated with the 
IC50’s and effects on kRAS mRNA expression was measured. 
Similar to the luciferase findings, NSC 317605 significantly lowered 
kRAS expression in both cell lines, whereas NSC 176327 did not. 
Changes in MYC expression was also monitored, as both 
compounds stabilized the MYC G4. At the IC50 doses in these cell 
lines, no change was noted with either compound (data not shown).  
 G4mid was incubated without or with 10 µM of NSC 176327 or 
NSC 317625 and subjected to DMS labeling and piperidine 
cleavage (Figure 8). Protection patterns clearly demonstrate a lack 
of protection of any guanines in the presence of NSC 176327, 
consistent with the lack of stabilization seen in Figure 7B, and the 
lack of biological effect seen in Figure 7C. In contrast, although a 
distinct pattern of G4-formation cannot be discerned, there is 
notable protection with NSC 317605 in runs B, C, and E. Future 
works will combine this compound with nucleoplasm (see below) in 
order to assign the predominant silencing G4 structure.  

 

Figure 7. Selectivity and in vitro efficacy 
of compounds. (A) Structures of test G4 
compounds used in (B) FRET Melt 
evaluation for thermal stabilization of the 
kRAS-mid, -near, and MYC G4s. Shifts to 
the right indicate thermal stabilization. (C) 
HEK-293 cells transfected with an EV or 
the kRAS-324 plasmid were exposed to 
50 µM TMPyP4, 1 µM NSC 317605, or 1 
µM 176327 for 48 hr (top). *p<0.05, vs 
control, by two-tailed t-test. The 24 hr 
IC50’s of 317605 and 176327 in Panc-1 
and AsPc-1 pancreatic cells were 
determined (middle).  Cells were treated 
at their respective [IC50] for 24 hr, and 
kRAS expression was monitored. Only 
317605 significantly decreased kRAS 
expression in both cell lines (bottom). 
*p<0.05, vs control, by one-Way ANOVA. 

Figure 8. Varying stabilization of G4mid 
by small molecules. G4mid was incubated 
with 10 mM KCl alone or in the presence 
of NSC 176327 or NSC 317615 at 2.5 
equivalences, each. Histograms of the 
DMS labeling and cleavage are shown 
on the right, with expanded sections of 
runs B-F. 
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Task 1.3: Investigate the combined chemical stressors facilitating 
the predominant, and most biologically relevant, G4s within the 
mid- and far-regions of the kRAS promoter in a ssDNA system. 

 In addition to the co-solvent work described for task 1.1, we 
examined the effect of the most physiologically mimicking milieu 
able to be derived – extract nucleoplasm.  A preparatory technique 
to isolate histones was modified to extrude those proteins and the 
DNA and to hold on to the remaining fraction. kRAS promoter mid-
G4-forming DNA was then annealed into the G4 in the presence of 
increasing amounts of nucleoplasm (0 – 100%) and subjected to 
electrophoretic separation (Figure 9A).	  Using the dual B and F G-
to-T mutation G4 knockout sequence as a control, it is evident that 
incubation with nucleoplasm at all concentrations facililitates 
intramolecular G4 formation. As the percentage increases, most 
notably at 40 and 100% nucleoplasm, the banding becomes more 
diffuse, which is indicative of a large number of competing 
isoforms. The isoform distribution was examined by ECD thermal 
melting profiles (Figure 9B) after the G4 was annealed one time in 
the presence of 10 mM KCl plus 2, 5, or 10% nucleoplasm. The 
thermal melts increased concentration-dependently from 57 to 71 
to >100 °C. At the same time, though, the slope became less 
steep, moving from -0.14 to -0.05 to -0.02. So while more 
nucleoplasm mediated more thermal stability, there was a greater 
number of competing G4 isoforms present. From all of our studies 
with G4mid and co-solvents for physiological mimicry, 2% 
nucleoplasm is the best at decreasing the number of equilibrating 
G4 species. 

Specific Aim 2: Establish dynamic G4 regulation by candidate endogenous proteins. 
Task 2.1: Examination of protein binding to various DNA topologies and role of protein binding in structural 
equilibration. 

At the onset of this project, we sought to follow up on literature reports on the effects of MAZ 
expression on kRAS transcription. It was published that MAZ positively regulated kRAS in Panc-1 cells, 
and determination that MAZ interacting with the near G4 structure. With our findings that G4near is not 
biologically active and that promoter silencing by a G4 structure is mediated by G4mid, and the presence of 
MAZ binding 
sites in the mid-
G4-forming 
region (Figure 
10) , we sought
to establish an 
interaction between G4mid and the MAZ protein. We induced 
G4near (for comparison with literature findings) and G4mid with 
100 mM KCl and monitored MAZ (4 µg) binding by EMSA. 
Remarkably, we did not find any interactions between MAZ 
and either G4 structure (Figure 11, left). We tried several 
binding conditions, buffers, concentrations of protein, and 
this finding was consistent; we are unable to recapitulate the 
published data. Sp1 and MAZ overlap in binding consensus 
sequences, both have a number of predicted binding sites in 
the kRAS promoter (Figure 10), and Sp1 has been noted to 
bind higher order structures11. We also, therefore, sought to 
demonstrate the interaction between Sp1 and either the 

Figure 9. Effect of Nucleoplasm on G4mid 
formation. (A) Incubation with increasing 
amounts of nucleoplasm maintains an 
intramolecular G4 structure, although the 
pattern becomes diffuse with more 
equilibrating structures at 40 and 100%. 
(B) The effect of 2-10% nucleoplasm on 
G4 thermal profiles was examined. 
Thermal stability increases with more 
nucleoplasm, consistent with (A), but the 
number of isoforms is fewest at 2%. 

Figure 10. Putative binding sites of key proteins of interest (transcriptional activators Sp1, MAZ, and 
p53within the near, mid, and regions of the kRAS promoter. 

Figure 11. The binding of MAZ and Sp1 to FAM-
labeled Near- or Mid-G-quadruplexes (as induced 
by 100 mM KCl) were examined. Neither protein, 
at concentrations up to 4 µg, demonstrated a 
supershift of the DNA, indicating there is no 
protein:DNA interaction.  
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near- or mid-region G4s (Figure 11, right). Similarly, no 
binding was noted with either G4. With these findings, we 
sought to understand the regulatory function of individual 
proteins (task 2.2) and to follow the function rather than the 
predicted interactions. 

Task 2.2: Biological consequence of protein binding to 
kRAS promoter.		 
 Consensus binding sites for a few proteins, which are 
also known to interact with higher order DNA structures11-13, 
were identified (Figure 10). We monitored the effects of 
MAZ, Sp1, and p53 (wild-type and R273H mutant) in 
various intracellular contexts. We first overexpressed each 
of these proteins in HEK-293 cells that were also 
transfected with the kRAS-324 plasmid and a renilla control 
plasmid (pRL). MAZ, Sp1, and wild-type p53 all significantly 
decreased kRAS promoter activity, while mutant p53 had no 
effect (Figure 12). All samples were monitored by qPCR to ensure 
expression from the MAZ, Sp1, and p53 plasmids; mRNA 
expression increased in a dose-dependent manner in all cases. 

These proteins were further studied in PANC-1 pancreatic 
cancer cells, the same cells that were utilized in the literature. The 
effects with p53 – both wild-type and mutant – were highly variable 
and no significant changes in kRAS transcription were noted. 
Transfection with the MAZ protein mediating a three-fold increase 
in MAZ expression led to a ~25% in kRAS transcription; a 5.35-fold 
increase in Sp1 decreased kRAS transcription by more than 50% 
(Figure 13). These findings are consistent with the luciferase 
experiments above (Figure 12), but the findings with MAZ did not 
recapitulate literature reports14. The mechanisms mediating this 
decrease in transcription is unknown, as neither of these proteins 
bound either the mid- or the near-G4 forming region. Those 
mechanisms will be studied in the future.	 

Reports in the mid-1980’s 
dissected the regions of the 
kRAS promoter required for kRAS transcription4-6. In addition to the -
500 – 0 bp region, relative to the TSS, needed for full promoter 
activation, they identified the region from 0 – +50 as critical for kRAS 
expression. We thus expanded our search for kRAS regulatory 
proteins to include this region, both computationally, which identified 
E2F, and through reports of immunoprecipitation, which identified AP-2 
and PPAR-γ. Plasmids expressing these proteins were co-transfected 
with the kRAS-324 and pRL plasmids into HEK-293 cells and 
luciferase function, as a surrogate for kRAS promoter activity, was 
evaluated 48 hr later. All three of these proteins significantly 
upregulated kRAS promoter activity, with the most remarkable 
activation noted by AP-2 (Figure 14).  

Figure 12. Protein regulation of kRAS promoter 
activity. Plasmids encoding for MAZ, Sp1, wild-
type or mutant p53 (varying amounts) were co-
transfected with kRAS-324 and pRL renilla 
plasmids. 48 hr later, luciferase was measured as 
a surrogate for kRAS promoter activity. MAZ, Sp1, 
and wild-type, but not mutant, p53 all significantly 
decreased (*p<0.05 as compared to no protein 
overexpression controls) promoter activity. n=3 
independent experiments, each with internal n=2. 

Figure 13. MAZ and Sp1 downregulate 
kRAS transcription in PANC-1 cells. 
Plasmids encoding for MAZ and Sp1 
were transfected into PANC-1. Both 
proteins significantly decreased kRAS 
transcription, consistent with the 
luciferase findings. *p<0.05 as compared 
to control; n=3 individual experiments, 
each run in duplicate with qPCR 
duplicates of each sample. 

Figure 14. Increased kRAS promoter 
activity by transcription factors. Plasmids 
encoding for E2F, AP-2, or PPAR-γ 
(varying amounts) were co-transfected 
with kRAS-324 and pRL renilla plasmids. 
48 hr later, luciferase was measured as a 
surrogate for kRAS promoter activity. 
Each protein significantly increased 
kRAS promoter activity at different 
transfection levels (*p<0.05 as compared 
to no protein overexpression controls) 
promoter activity. n=3 independent 
experiments, each with internal n=2. 
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The effect of AP-2, as well as MAZ and Sp-1, on endogenous 
kRAS expression was examined in an expanded pancreatic cancer 
cell line panel that included MiaPaCa-2 and AsPc-1 cells, which 
also express mutant kRAS. These three cell lines vary in their 
addiction to kRAS expression (Panc-1 < MiaPaCa-2 < AsPc-1), and 
in their basal expression of the proteins being studied (Figure 
15A). The amounts of transfected plasmid for each cell line varied 
from 100-500 ng, each aimed at increasing mRNA of the	
respective gene by no more than 15-fold (Figure 15B). The effects 
of MAZ and Sp1 overexpression on kRAS transcription was 
consistent in all three cell lines, leading to a significant decrease 
(p<0.05 for all samples); AsPc-1, however, were the least 
responsive in agreement with that cell line expressing the highest 
basal amounts of both proteins (Figure 15A). The effect of AP-2 
overexpression on kRAS promoter activation was not consistent for 
all three cell lines; a significant increase was only seen with 
MiaPaCa-2 cells and a significant decrease was noted with Panc-1 
cells.  Studies are continuing based on the findings from this grant 
to identify the transcriptional regulators of kRAS. 

In a final study, we sought to identify proteins capable of 
interacting with the G4mid structure through a non-biased search. 
We formed the structure by annealing in the presence of 100 mM 
KCl, and incubated the G4 with nuclear 
lysate from Panc-1 cells. The proteins 
that bound the DNA were extracted from 
an agarose gel, with non-bound DNA 
and whole extract serving as controls. 
The resulting sample was subjected to 
LC/MS-MS identification of proteins, and 
a number of new leads were identified 
(Table 2). The experimental procedure 
is being repeated to ensure consistency, 
and the proteins with the greatest 
enrichment will be further studied.  
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hnRNP L

hnRNP A1 

RNA helicase 1/2

NSEBP1 

hnRNP M

PARP-1 

Polypyrimidine tract BP
Figure 15. Increased kRAS promoter 
activity by transcription factors. (A) The 
cell lines vary in the basal expression of 
each of the proteins of interest, as shown 
by internal normalization to GAPDH. (B) 
Plasmids encoding for AP-2 (top), MAZ 
(middle) and Sp1 (bottom) were 
transfected into the pancreatic cancer 
cells such that their expression went up 3 
– 15-fold. The effects of MAZ and Sp1
overexpression on kRAS transcription 
was consistent with the luciferase 
findings; AP-2 effects varied per cell line, 
leading to a significant increase in 
MiaPaCa-2 cells and a significant 
decrease in Panc-1 cells. No change was 
noted in AsPc-1 cells. n=3 for all 
experiments, with qPCR technical 
duplicates. 
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What opportunities for training and professional development has the project provided?	
As a Career Development grant, training and development is a critical component of the aims. To this end, 
Dr. Brooks and her two graduate students working on this project were afforded opportunities to attend the 
annual national meetings of the American Association of Cancer Research in Philadelphia, PA (April, 2015) 
and in New Orleans, LA (April, 2016).  At the 2016 meeting there was a large portion of time and resources 
dedicated to focusing on kRAS-related research, and the entire research team attended and extensively 
networked and expanded their development through these sessions. Dr. Brooks also attended the 2nd 
annual RAS Initiative symposium in Frederick, MD in December of 2015. This entire symposium was 
dedicated to RAS protein studies and enabled both the dissemination of our findings as well as new 
networking and collaborative connections. Students have also presented these works in a number of local 
and regional conferences, as listed below. In addition, Dr. Brooks served as a grant reviewer for the DoD 
BCRP funding mechanism, which is a remarkable mechanism for professional development in developing 
grant writing and reviewing skills.  

How were the results disseminated to communities of interest? 

For her outreach efforts, Dr. Brooks was invited to be the keynote speaker twice at the Pancreatic Cancer 
Action Network of Mississippi “Light the Night Purple” event in March of 2015 and 2016. She also serves as 
the Faculty Advisor to the University of Mississippi’s American Cancer Society’s Relay for Life Committee. 

The manuscript and oral and poster presentations are described in “Products” below. 

What do you plan to do during the next reporting period to accomplish the goals? 
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Nothing to report. 

4. Impact:
Impact on the development of the G-quadruplex field.
The studies presented do contrast the findings of some literature reports. Namely, they highlight the
importance of examining the entirety of a promoter region when examining transcriptional regulation by
higher order DNA structures (e.g. looking at near, mid, and far-guanine rich regions, rather than only that in
proximity to the transcriptional start site). While the near-G-quadruplex has been reported, through
extensive promoter mapping of not only G-quadruplex formation, but also of function in the context of the
entire kRAS core promoter, we were able to clarify that any silencing potential is held in the mid-region.
This has a large impact on other groups that are pursuing drug discovery efforts focused on the near-
region, which to date have been unsuccessful. The field will shift to pursue the mid-G-quadruplex in the
near future. In addition, the field of kRAS studies has historically focused on mutant protein function,
particularly as a target for therapeutic development. With these findings, a whole new target for therapeutic
development has been described with applications to disease states reliant on the mutant protein
(pancreatic, lung and colorectal cancers) as well as those with amplified kRAS (ovarian, testicular and triple
negative breast cancers).

Impact on other disciplines.
Nothing to report.

Impact on technology transfer.
The plasmids made and utilized through this project have been
requested by other universities so that they may optimize their
compound screening efforts.  MTA’s are being drafted to share
our resources, and we will deposit our major plasmids with
AddGene for global availability.

Impact to society and technology.
Nothing to report.

5. Changes/Problems:
The only technical problem that arose during the funding period
was combining chemical and torsional stress with luciferase
plasmid footprinting.  While a primer pair was optimized for
promoter amplification (Figure 16A-B), incubation with those
primers did not yield the anticipated PCR product size (Figure
16C). Studies of the plasmid will continue with any resources
available to Dr. Brooks in order to meet this requirement, even
outside of the scope of the funded period.

While not a change away from the original tasks, we did extend
the scope of the protein regulation studies, since neither Sp1
nor MAZ were demonstrating activation of kRAS expression. To
that end, we added E2F, AP-2, and PPAR-gamma into the
proteins studied.

6. Products:

• Publications, conference papers, and presentations
o Journal Publications

• Morgan, RK; Batra, H; Gaerig, VC; Hockings, J;
Brooks, TA. “Identification and characterization of a
new G-quadruplex forming region within the kRAS
promoter as a transcriptional regulator”, BBA-Gene

Figure 16. Primer optimization for plasmid 
DMS footprinting. (A) Two forward and two 
reverse primers were designed to amplify the 
G-rich region of the kRAS promoter and were 
tested in all four possible combinations with 
25 ng of plasmid. (B) The two conditions with 
Reverse primer 2 were examined with 15 ng 
of plasmid to enhance product formation and 
decrease primer dimer. F2/R2 primers were 
deemed optimal. (C) kRAS-324 plasmid was 
incubated in buffer alone, with 100 mM KCl or 
with 100 mM KCl + 100 µM TMPyP4 before 
amplification with the F2/R2 primer pair. 
Larger than expected PCR products were 
identified (950 vs the anticipated 250 bp). 
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Regulatory Mechanisms. 2016 Feb, 1859(2):235-245 PMID: 26597160 

o Books or other non-periodical, on-time publications
§ Nothing to report

o Other publications, conference papers, and presentations

• Batra, H; Brooks, TA. Binding and function of regulatory proteins to the kRAS promoter: a role in
pancreatic cancer. 6th Annual Graduate Student Council Research Symposium. University, MS,
April 2016. Oral presentation

• Morgan RK; Brooks, TA. Targeting the kRAS G-quadruplex for transcriptional control as a potential
therapeutic. 6th Annual Graduate Student Council Research Symposium. University, MS. April 2016.
Oral presentation

• Morgan, RK; Brooks, TA. Small Molecule Targeting of the kRAS Mid-G-Quadruplex for Potential
Pancreatic Cancer Therapeutics. Proceedings of the American Association of Cancer Research
(AACR), April 2016. Abstract 1254

• Brooks, TA. The kRAS mid-promoter region G-quadruplex: Structure elucidation, protein
regulation, and small molecule-mediated stabilization of a promising target for transcriptional
downregulation. Second annual RAS Initiative Symposium, Frederick, MD, December 2015

• Batra, H; Brooks, TA. The effect of transcription factors MAZ and Sp1 on kRAS transcription.
University of Mississippi, School of Pharmacy, 19th Annual Poster Session, University, MS, October,
2015 

• Morgan, R; Brooks, TA. Targeting the kRAS G-quadruplex as a Novel Therapeutic Approach for
Pancreatic Cancer. ACS Drug Discovery and Development Colloqium, University, MS, June 2015

• Batra H; Brooks, TA. Unfolding the mystery of transcription factors associated with kRAS
transcription. 42nd Annual MALTO Medicinal Chemistry – Pharmacognosy Meeting-in-Miniature,
University, MS, May 2015

• Morgan, RK; Rahman, KM; Brooks, TA. Selective Stabilization of the kRAS G-quadruplex: A Novel
Therapeutic Target. 42nd Annual MALTO Medicinal Chemistry – Pharmacognosy Meeting-in-
Miniature, University, MS, May 2015. Oral Presentation

• Morgan, R; Rahman, KM; Brooks, TA. Structure Elucidation of G-Quadruplex within the mid-region
of the kRAS Promoter and Identification of Stabilizing Small Molecules as Promising Transcriptional
Silencers. Proceedings of the American Association of Cancer Research (AACR), April 2015.
Abstract 1245.

• Batra, H; Brooks, TA. The Effect of the transcription factor MAZ on kRAS transcription: a role for
the G-quadruplex. Proceedings of the American Association of Cancer Research (AACR), April
2015. Abstract 2137.

• Morgan, R*; Rahman, KM; Brooks, TA. Structure elucidation of G-quadruplex within the mid-region
of the kRAS promoter and identification of stabilizing small molecules as promising transcriptional
silencers. Mississippi Academy of Sciences Annual Meeting, Hattiesburg, MS. February 2015. *1st

place poster winner*

• Batra, H; Brooks, TA. The Effect of the Transcription Factor MAZ on kRAS Expression: A Role in
Pancreatic Cancer. ACS Drug Discovery and Development Colloqium, Little Rock, AR. 2014.

• Backus, K; Brooks, TA. A Novel Role for p53 in kRAS Binding in Pancreatic Cells. ACS Drug
Discovery and Development Colloqium, Little Rock, AR. 2014.

• Website or other Internet site
§ Nothing to report
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• Technologies or techniques
§ Nothing to report

• Inventions, patent applications, and/or licenses
§ Nothing to report

• Other products
§ Research materials have been made through this funded project that includes a series of luciferase

plasmids driven by various regions and mutations of the kRAS promoter. These are available to the
scientific community by request, pending MTA arrangements, and are to be deposited with
AddGene for dissemination.
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kRAS is one of the most prevalent oncogenic aberrations. It is either upregulated or mutationally activated in a
multitude of cancers, including pancreatic, lung, and colon cancers. While a significant effort has been made to
develop drugs that target kRAS, their clinical activity has been disappointing due to a variety of mechanistic hur-
dles. The presentedworks describe a novelmechanism andmolecular target to downregulate kRAS expression—
a previously undescribed G-quadruplex (G4) secondary structure within the proximal promoter acting as a
transcriptional silencer. There are three distinct guanine-rich regions within the core kRAS promoter, including
a previously examined region (G4near). Of these regions, the most distal region does not form an inducible
and stable structure, whereas the two more proximal regions (termed near and mid) do form strong G4s.
G4near is predominantly a tri-stacked structure with a discontinuous guanine run incorporated; G4mid consists
of seven distinct runs of continuous guanines and forms numerous competing isoforms, including a stable
three-tetrad stacked mixed parallel and antiparallel loop structures with longer loops of up to 10 nucleotides.
Comprehensive analysis of the regulation of transcription by higher order structures has revealed that the
guanine-rich region in themiddle of the core promoter, termedG4mid, is a stronger repressor of promoter activity
than G4near. Using the extensive guanine-rich region of the kRAS core promoter, and particularly the G4mid struc-
ture, as the primary target, future drug discovery programs will have potential to develop a potent, specifically
targeted small molecule to be used in the treatment of pancreatic, ovarian, lung, and colon cancers.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The kRAS gene, located on chromosome 12 at p12.1 [1], encodes for
the p21RAS (kRAS) protein that participates in the Raf–MAP kinase path-
way powering cell growth and apoptosis. Activated kRAS predominant-
ly signals through the mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway (Raf/
MEK/ERK), phosphoinositide 3′-kinases, RalGEF, phospholipase C, and
MEKK1 [2]. The best characterized activation pathway for kRAS is via ty-
rosine kinase receptors like EGFR. Mutations in RAS proteins are found
in approximately 30% of all human tumors, with kRAS being the most
frequently mutated isoform [2,3]; such mutations render the protein
constitutively active.

Single point mutations of the kRAS gene, frequently occurring in co-
dons 12, 13, and 61, abolish GAP-induced GTP hydrolysis through steric
hindrance (G12 and G13) or by interfering with coordination of a water
molecule necessary for GTP hydrolysis (Q61) [4]. The highest incidence
of mutational activation occurs in colorectal, ovarian, and lung cancers,
and most notably in N95% of pancreatic adenocarcinomas [1,3]. kRAS
S 38677, USA.
mutations have been associated with increased tumorigenicity and
poor prognosis [2]. Endogenous expression of mutant kRASG12D was ca-
pable of inducing pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasias (PIN) in a mouse
model [5]. In the absence of a mutation, increased kRAS activity in
human tumors has been shown to be the result of gene amplification,
overexpression, or increased upstream activation [2]. Targeting kRAS
expression or activity iswell validated to inhibit tumor cell proliferation.

While there have been many attempts to mitigate mutant kRAS ac-
tivity, including farnesyltransferase inhibitors, Raf kinase inhibitors,
and MEK inhibitors, no clinically relevant agent that specifically targets
kRAS currently exists [1]. Studies have shown that a reduction in kRAS
expression in cancerous cells, by antisense, miRNA or siRNA oligonucle-
otides, halts proliferation and leads to cellular death [6,7]. Furthermore,
the inhibition of activated kRAS has been shown to revert malignant
cells to a non-malignant phenotype, and cause tumor regression both
in vitro and in vivo [2,8]. Transcriptional or translational downregula-
tion of kRAS has been validated as a novel therapeutic approach [1,6,
7], with great potential to succeed where previous efforts focused on
modulating kRAS signaling did not [3]. However, achieving this down-
regulation therapeutically is currently hampered by the lack of a molec-
ular target. The works presented highlight a viable new target to fill this
gap.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.bbagrm.2015.11.004&domain=pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbagrm.2015.11.004
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Table 1
Oligonucleotide sequences.

Name 5′–3′ sequence

PSA primer TCGACTCTAAGCAAATGCGT
G4near AGGGCGGTGTGGGAAGAGGGAAGAGGGGGAGG
G4near DMS TTTTTTTAGGGCGGTGTGGGAAGAGGGAAGAGGGGGAGGT

TTTTTT
G4near FRET [6-FAM]-AGGGCGGTGTGGGAAGAGGGAAGAGGGGGA

GG-[TAMRA]
G4mid CGGGGAGAAGGAGGGGGCCGGGCCGGGCCGGCGGGGGA

GGAGCGGGGGCCGGGC
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The core promoter region of kRAS is encompassed within the region
from +50 bp through −510 bp, in relation to the transcriptional start
site (TSS). The DNA within this region is highly G/C-rich (~75%), puta-
tively capable of forming higher order non-B-DNA structures, and con-
tains two nuclease hypersensitivity elements [9–11]. Such G/C-rich
regions preferentially cluster around the transcriptional start site
throughout the genome [12], with a high prevalence in oncogenic pro-
moters [13]. Negative superhelicity induced by transcription can pro-
mote local unwinding of these G/C-rich regions of DNA, which allows
for the formation of secondary structures known as G-quadruplexes
(G4s).

G4s form from guanine-rich sequences by binding together four
guanines in a planar fashion by Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds. Three
or more planar guanine tetrads are vertically stacked either with
multiple strands interacting in an intermolecular formation ex vivo,
or with one strand folding upon itself in the biologically relevant in-
tramolecular isoform. Loops connecting the runs of three or more
continuous guanines can be in either the parallel or antiparallel
configuration, and are typically 1–9 base pairs in length, although
they have been described up to 26 base pairs. G4s have received
much attention recently in the cancer community as their preva-
lence within the genome is notably higher in oncogenic promoters.
Formation of G4s in DNA has been shown to modulate transcription,
and in RNAmodulates translation. Formation of G4s in DNA has been
recently shown to clearly form in vivo, where it modulates tran-
scription [14–19]. Their more unique, non-B-DNA, structure and
potential ability to regulate the transcription of a host of oncogenes
make G-quadruplexes an attractive drug target.

The region of the kRAS promoter from −129 to −160 has been
previously examined [20–23], and various G4 formations were
shown to exist in equilibrium. Examination of the kRAS promoter re-
vealed an extensive region of G-rich DNA covering almost 300 bases
from the TSS, and including a total of three putative G4-forming re-
gions separated by 17 and 12 nucleotides in the 5′–3′-direction, re-
spectively. These include the aforementioned previously described
near- (five G-tracts over 30 bp), and the newly described mid-
(seven G-tracts over 53 bp), and far- (4 G-tracts over 35 bp) regions.
Each of these regions' G4 formations and function within the kRAS
promoter is explored through biophysical studies, and in vitro with
endogenous regulation in Panc-1 pancreatic cancer cells, as well as
with a series of luciferase plasmid constructs. Cumulatively from
these studies, it is clear that a major silencing G4 is formed from
the mid-G4 forming region of the kRAS promoter, and that it is this
structure that represents a promising new molecular target. These
works present a previously undescribed regulatory region of the
core kRAS promoter, and initial step in the drug discovery process
for new compounds aimed at targeting kRAS. The development of
compounds that are more specific and potent stabilizers of the unique
mid-G4 has great potential as anti-cancer therapeutics to advance the
care of pancreatic, lung, and colon cancer patients.
G4mid DMS [6-FAM]-TTTTTTTCGGGGAGAAGGAGGGGGCCGGGCCG
GGCCGGCGGGGGAGGAGCGGGGGCCGGGCTTTTTTT

G4mid FRET [6-FAM]-CGGGGAGAAGGAGGGGGCCGGGCCGGGCCGGC
GGGGGAGGAGCGGGGGCCGGGC-[TAMRA]

G4far AAGGGGTGGCTGGGGCGGTCTAGGGTGGCGAGCCGGGCC
mut A CGTTGAGAAGGAGGGGGCCGGGCCGGGCCGGCGGGGGA

GGAGCGGGGGCCGGGC
mut B CGGGGAGAAGGAGGTGGCCGGGCCGGGCCGGCGGGGGA

GGAGCGGGGGCCGGGC
mut C CGGGGAGAAGGAGGGGGCCGTGCCGGGCCGGCGGGGGA

GGAGCGGGGGCCGGGC
mut D CGGGGAGAAGGAGGGGGCCGGGCCGTGCCGGCGGGGGA

GGAGCGGGGGCCGGGC
mut E CGGGGAGAAGGAGGGGGCCGGGCCGGGCCGGCGGTGGA

GGAGCGGGGGCCGGGC
mut F CGGGGAGAAGGAGGGGGCCGGGCCGGGCCGGCGGGGGA

GGAGCGGTGGCCGGGC
mut G CGGGGAGAAGGAGGGGGCCGGGCCGGGCCGGCGGGGGA

GGAGCGGGGGCCGTGC
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

All oligonucleotides (Table 1) were purchased from Operon
(Huntsville, AL). Acrylamide/bisacrylamide (29:1) solution and
ammonium persulfate were purchased from Bio-Rad laboratories
(Hercules, CA), and N,N,N′,N′-tetramethylethylenediamine was
purchased through Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Taq DNA
polymerase, T4 polynucleotide kinase, pRL-SV40 and pGL4.17
plasmids, and dual luciferase assay kits were purchased from
Promega (Madison, WI). 32P-ATP was purchased from NEN Dupont.
All other chemicals, unless otherwise noted, were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
2.2. Circular dichroism (CD)

CD spectra and thermal stability of all sequences (5 μM in 50 mM
Tris–HCl, pH 7.4) in the absence and presence of KCl (up to 100 mM)
and acetonitrile (ACN, up to 40% [24–29]), as indicated in the text,
were recorded on an Olis DSM-20 Spectrophotometer fitted with a CD
250 Peltier cell holder (Bogart, GA) from 225 to 350 nm with scanning
time as a function of high volts (b1 s/nm). Thermal stability was deter-
mined through collection of spectra (225–350 nm) from 20 to 100 °C
(spectra recorded each 7 °C, sample held at temp for 1 min before
spectral scan) and single value decomposition (SVD) analysis was per-
formed [30], from which non-linear regression was used to determine
the TM. All spectra were baselined for signal contributions from the
buffer.

2.3. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)

FAM-labeled oligonucleotides were denatured by heating to 95 °C
for 10 min and then slowly cooled in 50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.4, with or
without 100 mM KCl alone or with 40% ACN to induce G4 formation.
After the addition of non-denaturing loading dye, samples were loaded
on a 10% native polyacrylamide (29:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide) gel,
which was 50 V; the gel was visualized under blue light LED using a
FotoDyne Investigator FX Imager.

2.4. Oligonucleotide end-labeling and purification

As indicated, DNA oligomers were 5′-end-labeled with [γ-32P] ATP
with T4 polynucleotide kinase for 1 h at 37 °C. The reactionwas stopped
by heating the samples to 90 °C for 5 min; the 5′-end-labeled DNA was
purified with a Bio-Spin 6 micro-chromatography column (Bio-Rad
Laboratories).

2.5. Dimethyl sulfate (DMS) footprinting

5′-end P- or 5′-FAM-labeled DNA oligonucleotides were denatured
by heating to 95 °C for 5 min and then slowly cooled at 4 °C in 50 mM
Tris–HCl buffer with or without monovalent cations. Following the
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addition of 1 μg of calf thymus DNA, the solutions were subjected to di-
methyl sulfate (0.3% DMS in 1% ethanol) for up to 18min. Each reaction
was quenched in 0.3 M NaOAc and 0.2 M β-mercaptoethanol. The reac-
tions were subjected to a preparative gel and each band of interest was
excised and eluted. After ethanol precipitation and treatment with 1 M
piperidine, theDNAwas dried andwashedwithwater, resuspended in a
95% formamide loading dye, and heated to 95 °C for 5 min before snap-
cooling on ice. The cleaved products were separated on a 16% sequenc-
ing gel. Gels of G4near with 32P-DNA were then dried and exposed to
a phosphorscreen and imaging was performed with a Storm 820
phosphorimager. Footprinting gels for FAM-labeled G4mid were imaged
under blue LED excitation and filtered through a blue emission filter on
a FotoDyne Investigator FX Imager (Hartland,WI). Due to the size of the
gels, they were imaged by the top and bottom regions, which were
aligned using Adobe Illustrator; the images differentially obtained are
distinguished by boxed outline in Fig. 3.

2.6. FRET melt assay

Thermodynamic stabilities of G4 DNA were performed using a
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) melting assay [31].
Oligonucleotides were dual-labeled with 6-FAM on the 5′ end and a
TAMRA quencher on the 3′ end (Operon for G4near and Midland Certi-
fied Reagent Company, Midland, TX for G4mid). Stock concentrations
of DNA were made in autoclaved, nuclease-free water at an approxi-
mate concentration of 100 μM. Assay concentrations and conditions
were as reported; briefly, 200 nM of dual-labeled DNA was diluted in
a 10 mM lithium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2) supplemented with
10 mM potassium chloride, heated to 95 °C for 10 min, and allowed to
anneal to room temperature slowly. Annealed DNA probe was then
platedwith 1 μMcompound in a 96well plate; fluorescencewas record-
ed every 1 °C from 25 to 95 °C on a Bio-Rad CFX Connect qPCRmachine
(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). The melting temperature for 50% of the probe
(TM)was determinedwith GraphPad Prism 5.0 using non-linear regres-
sion modeling (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA).

2.7. Cellular viability assay

Pancreatic cancer Panc-1 cells were obtained fresh from ATCC
(Manassas, VA), and were maintained in Dulbecco's minimal essential
medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1×
penicillin/streptomycin solution at 37 °C, in a humidified atmosphere
containing 5% CO2, in exponential growth. For cellular viability assays,
cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a concentration of 7.5 × 103

cells per well in 90 μL of media, and allowed to attach overnight. The
following day, a 10× stock plate of TMPyP2 or TMPyP4 diluted from
5 mM over a 5–6 log range in 0.5 log steps was made and 10 μL of this
stock was added to the cell plate, in triplicate. The final high dose
range was 0.08–500 μM. Cell-free wells with the same dose-range
were plated, and served as measurements of background absorption.
48 h later, 20 μL ofMTS+5% PMSwas added to eachwell and incubated
for ~2 h before the absorption at 490 nm was measured on a BioTek
Synergy 2 plate reader (Winooski, VT) [32]. In parallel, media was re-
moved from all wells and replaced with 100 μL of fresh media before
the addition of MTS as above. Background absorptions were subtracted,
and data were normalized to control cells; IC50 values were determined
with GraphPad Prism software (SanDiego, CA) using non-linear regres-
sion modeling.

2.8. qPCR

Panc-1 cells were plated in 6-well plates at a concentration of
2 × 105 cells perwell in 1mL ofmedia, andwere allowed to attach over-
night. The following day, themediawas changed to contain either vehi-
cle, or 25 μM TMPyP2 or TMPyP4. 48 h later, RNA was harvested from
the cells using the ThermoScientific GeneJet RNA Purification kit (Fisher
Scientific); yield and quality were determined with a NanoDrop 2000,
and only samples with 260/230 values N2 were used for further analy-
sis. cDNA was synthesized with the Bio-Rad iScript cDNA synthesis kit,
and qPCR was run on a Bio-Rad CFX Connect real-time PCR detection
system using TaqMan primers from ABI (kRAS:hs00364282_m1,
GAPDH:hs99999905_m1). kRAS mRNA expression was normalized to
GAPDH, and to untreated control by the ΔΔCq method. Experiments
were run in triplicate with internal technical duplicates; one-way
ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey analysis was used to determine statistical
significance.

2.9. Plasmid construction

A series of luciferase plasmids was constructed on the backbone of
pGL4.17 plasmid (Promega). The promoter regions of interest, as denot-
ed in Fig. 5, were inserted between the Bgl I (kRAS-500 plasmid) or Nhe
I (all kRAS-324 plasmids) and HIND III cut sites. kRAS-324 was con-
structed by Operon; the kRAS-500, 324 mt Near, and 324 mt Mid con-
structs were created in-house according to previously published
methods [33,34] or by site-directed mutagenesis with Q5 Site Directed
Mutagenesis Kit (New England BioLabs, Ipswich, MA), respectively.
The MYC-promoter containing Del4 luciferase plasmid was obtained
from Addgene (Cambridge, MA).

2.10. Transfection and luciferase assays

HEK-293 cells weremaintained in Dulbecco's minimal essential me-
dium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1× penicillin/
streptomycin solution at 37 °C, in a humidified atmosphere containing
5% CO2, in exponential growth. Before transfection with luciferase plas-
mids, cells were seeded in six-well plates at a concentration of 2 × 105

cells per well, and allowed to attach overnight. Each well was co-
transfected with the plasmid of interest (500 ng) and the reference
renilla plasmid pRL-SV40 (125 ng) with FuGene HD (Promega) in a
3:1 ratio with cells in OptiMEM medium (Invitrogen; Grand Island,
NY). An unmodified pGL4.17 plasmid (Empty Vector, EV) and a consti-
tutively active SV40-driven pGL4.13 plasmid were used as control
vectors. Transfections were maintained at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 humidified
environment overnight before media was replaced with DMEM ±
TMPyP2 or TMPyP4 in dark conditions, as the compound may be acti-
vated to a photosensitizer. After 48 h of incubation, the expression of
firefly, with respect to renilla, luciferase was determined with the
Dual Luciferase Assay kit (Promega); light output was measured with
a Lumat LB9507 luminometer. All experimentswere performedwith bi-
ological triplicate with internal technical duplicates. Statistical signifi-
cance was determined by a one-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey
post-hoc analysis, or a two-way ANOVA, as indicated in the text.

3. Results

3.1. New G4-forming regions within the kRAS promoter

The core promoter region of kRAS is encompassed in the region from
−510 to +50 bp surrounding the TSS [9–11], and contains cis-
regulatory elements [34] and silencing G4 elements [33]. Examination
of the entire 500 bp upstream promoter revealed two previously
undescribed putative G4-forming regions in addition to the previously
described region [20,21,33] (Fig. 1A). Herein, we term the known 32-
bp sequence, found −128 bp from the TSS, as the near region, forming
G4near, the next distal region from −174 to −226 as the mid-region,
forming G4mid, and the furthest region from −238 to −273 as the far
region, potentially forming G4far. The mid-region consists of 52 bases
and seven runs of three or more continuous guanines with intervening
loops of 2–7 nucleotides, and the far region consists of 35 bases and four
runs of three or more guanines with intervening loops of 5–9
nucleotides.



Fig. 1.G4 formations in the extended kRAS promoter region. (A) The kRAS promoter shown from−324 to−39 bp relative to the transcriptional start site, contains three distinct guanine-
rich regions (boxed), termednear,mid, and far in the 5′–3′ direction. * denote G-to-Tmutationswithin each region for knockoutmutations shown in (C). (B) CDwas used to determineG4
formation and stability within each of these G4-forming regions in the absence (solid line) or presence of 100 mM KCl alone (long dash line) or in the presence of 40% acetonitrile (ACN)
(short dash line). Thermal stability from 20 to 100 °C is shown in the insets. (C) CD demonstrated a lack of inducible G4 formation in the presence of 100mMKCl within each region with
the selectedG-to-Tmutations in the knock-out (ko) sequences. (D) Electromobility shift assayswere used to demonstrate the inter- versus intra-molecular G4 formationswithin eachG4-
forming region in the presence of 100mMKCl with or without 40% ACN. A downward shifting of the DNAwith the G4near and G4mid sequences, as compared to their linear ko sequences,
indicates intramolecular structure formation, particularly evident in the presence of both cationic strength and dehydration. The G4far sequence, in the absence and presence of 100 mM
KCl, demonstrates a downward shift from the linear ko sequence, but there is nodifference between these two solvent conditions. In contrast, in the presence of KCl andACN, there is a lack
of a downward shift and the presence of retarded migration, as compared to control and KCl alone, indicating the potential for intramolecular G4 species.
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G4 formation and overall stability of the near-, mid-, and far-regions
were examined by CD, each in the absence and presence of intramolec-
ular G4-stabilizing KCl alone or with 40% anhydrous acetonitrile (Fig.
1B). As noted in previous publications, G4near consists of a stable all-
parallel structure as noted by the positive spectral maxima at 262 nm
in the presence of KCl with or without ACN. In the presence of KCl, the
thermal stability of this structure increased from 46 to 59 °C, and in-
creased again to 69 °C with the addition of ACN. The mid-region forms
a mixed parallel and antiparallel structure (G4mid) as noted with the
positive spectralmaximapresent at 263 and 290 nm, respectively. Ther-
mal stability increases from 56 °C in solution alone, to 82 and over 95 °C
in the presence of 100mMKCl without andwith 40% ACN, respectively.
The far-region does not form a strongG4 structure, and spectralmaxima
suggesting that parallel and antiparallel orientations are only notable in
the presence of both KCl and ACN; these structures were too weak to
have thermal stability determined.

G-to-T knockout mutations were introduced into each G4-forming
region (Table 1), and their higher order DNA formations were exam-
ined by CD in the presence of 100 mM KCl (Fig. 1C). As predicted the
G-to-T mutations disrupted (G4near-ko, mutation confirmed by DMS
footprinting below) or abrogated (G4mid-ko and G4far-ko) G4 formations.
These sequences were used in EMSA analysis below to indicate
migration of the linear species.

Electromobility shift assay (EMSA) was utilized to examine the
inter-, versus intra-, molecular G4 formations (Fig. 1D). Sequences
with G-to-T knockout mutations introduced and examined above
were used as linear reference strands; dashed lines drawn horizontally
indicate themigration pattern of linear DNA for each sequence. For both
the near and the mid-regions, in the presence of 100 mM KCl alone a
downward shift is evident, and the addition of 40% ACN makes the
shift more marked. These faster migrations support the formation of
smaller G4 structures under these conditions. The G4far sequence in
the absence and presence of 100mMKClmigrates lower than the linear
knockout band, but there is no remarkable difference between those
two. The addition of 40% ACN to this sequence retards migration of
the DNA to be at or above the linear mark. Combined with CD data
above, the G4far sequence is most likely forming a mixed parallel/
antiparallel intermolecular structure under the combined conditions
of cationic strength (KCl) and dehydration (ACN). The far region, by
all data collected, is unlikely to form a significant intramolecular struc-
ture, and it was not examined any further.

3.2. Clarification of G4near isoforms from the complete 32-nucleotide region

In an effort to refine the predominant G4 isoform forming from the
sequence at −129 bp from the TSS, biophysical characterization was
performed on the 32 nucleotide sequence 5′-AGGGCGGTGTGGGAAG
AGGGAAGAGGGGGAGG (Fig. 2A). This was undertaken in order to clar-
ify the array of previously reported structures that vary in their guanine
runs and inclusion of flanking regions [20–23,35]. In particular, DMS
footprinting of thewild-type and twoG-to-Tmutant sequences demon-
strated themajor guanines used in thepredominant isoform(Fig. 2B). In
the presence, as compared to the absence, of KCl, the DMS cleavage pat-
tern for the induced G-quadruplex in the WT sequence revealed a



Fig. 2. Predominant G4 isoforms formedwithin the near kRAS promoter. (A) The G4near sequence contains four runs of continuous guanines – A, C–E – and one discontinuous run— B. The
open circles indicate evidence of protection in the subsequent DMS footprinting, whereas the black circles indicate no protection or even hypercleavage from DMS labeling. (B) DMS
footprinting of the near promoter region of kRAS in the presence (+) or absence (−) of 100 mM KCl was performed with the wild-type (WT) or select G-to-T mutations in run B
(mtB) or D (mtD) sequences. In the absence of KCl, all guanines were labeled; upon the addition of 100 mM KCl, a protection pattern emerges in the WT sequence demonstrating
a lack of DMS labeling of guanines in runs A–C and E. As this was an unusual pattern, runs B and D were individually mutated and those sequences were subject to DMS footprinting.
G-to-T mutations of the discontinuous guanines in run B abrogated a clear protection pattern, whereas G-to-T mutations of the apparently non-incorporated run D were inconsequential
to G4 formation. (C) Cumulatively, these datawith thewholeWT and selectmt sequenceswere compiled tomodel a “kinked” thymineG4, including 5′–3′ loop sizes of 1, 1 kinked thymine, 1,
and 12 bases. G = black circles, C = dark gray circles, T = light gray circles, A =white circles.
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strong utilization of guanine runs A–C, and equilibrating utilization of
the guanines in run E with a preference for the central three. Run D
appears to be hyper-reactive to DMS, as compared to the absence of
KCl (Fig. 2B, left). Due to the unique incorporation of a discontinuous
guanine run (B), despite the presence of a possible fourth continuous
guanine run (D), footprintingwas also done onmtB andmtD sequences
harboring G-to-T mutations within the runs indicated. When run B was
mutated, the guanine protection pattern was disrupted and no higher
order structure was noted; mutations of run D, however, maintained a
pattern of guanineprotection thatwas consistentwith theWT sequence
(Fig. 2B). These data, cumulatively with the CD findings from Fig. 1B–C,
support modeling the predominant G4 formed from this 32-nucleotide
region as an all parallel 1:1k:1:12 loop isomer, with the 1k indicating the
kinked thymine in run B between guanines (Fig. 2C). Collectively these
data support that the kinked structure shown in the literature [23] is
indeed the predominant isoform within the entire G4near-forming-
region.
3.3. Analysis of major G4's formed within the mid-region of the kRAS
promoter

The 54-nucleotide mid-G4-forming region of the kRAS promoter
contains seven unique runs of three or more continuous guanines,
termed A–G in the 5′–3′ direction (Fig. 3A). DMS footprinting was per-
formed on the entire wild-type G4mid sequence without and with
100 mM KCl; histograms of the banding patterns were obtained with
ImageJ software. It is clear that a number of higher order structures

Image of Fig. 2


Fig. 3. Predominant G4 isoforms formedwithin the mid-region of the kRAS promoter. (A) The G4mid sequence contains seven runs of continuous guanines, A–G. The light gray circles in-
dicate marked protection, themedium gray circles indicate partial protection, and the black circles indicate DMS-mediated piperidine cleavage. The open circles indicate evidence of pro-
tection in the subsequentDMS footprinting,whereas the black circles indicate noprotection or even hypercleavage fromDMS labeling. (B)DMS footprinting of themid-promoter region of
kRAS in the presence (+) or absence (−) of 100 mM KCl was performed with the wild-type (WT) sequence. Images obtained from the top and bottom portions of the sequencing gel
(boxed individually) were aligned, ImageJ software was used to graph and align histograms of the guanine cleavage pattern (right, no KCl = black line; 100 mM KCl = red line).
(C) Thermal stability of a series of G-to-T mutants interrupting runs A–G, individually, of the G4mid sequence was studied in the presence of 10 mM KCl alone (top), in the presence of
20% ACN (middle), or with 100 mM KCl (bottom). (D) Cumulatively, these data were used to predict a G4 isoform formation of a tri-stacked structure incorporating runs B, C, E and F
with intervening loops of 2, 10, and 8 bases in the 5′–3′ direction. G = black circles, C = dark gray circles, T = light gray circles, A = white circles.

Table 2
Melting temperatures for G4mid sequences.

Wild-type Mut
A

Mut
B

Mut
C

Mut
D

Mut
E

Mut
F

Mut
G

10 mM KCl 70 65 50 63 65 63 53 65
10 mM KCl + 20% ACN 73 70 64 71 71 64 64 71
100 mM KCl 81 78 70 89 82 84 63 87
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are forming in equilibrium,with atmost only partial protection patterns
clear in runs B, E and F (Fig. 3B).

To aid in the preliminary description of the G4mid structure, a series
of single run knockout G-to-Tmutationswasmade such that each run of
continuous guanines was disrupted. These mutants were then exam-
ined byCD spectral and thermal analysis in conditions of varying cations
and dehydration stabilities in order to probe the most relevant guanine
runs involved in the predominant structure (Fig. 3C). In particular, the
sequences were studied in 10 mM KCl, 10 mM KCl + 20% acetonitrile,
and 100mMKCl (Table 2). All structures demonstratemixed loop direc-
tionality by CD with maxima in the parallel (260–264 nm) and antipar-
allel (~290 nm) ranges (data not shown). Consistently, in all conditions,
mutations of runs B, E, and F destabilized the G4 structure, as evidenced
by a decrease in themelt temperatures or a marked change in the slope
of the melting profile, which indicates a change in the predominant
isoforms (Fig. 3C). Melting profiles were examined in 100 mM
KCl + 40% ACN conditions as well, but due to the extremely high ther-
mal stability, TMs were indeterminate; the trends in mutant effects on
overall G4 stabilitywere comparablewith the lower KCl and ACN condi-
tions (data not shown). Taking the CD and DMS data together, a major
isoform noted under the various conditions has been proposed utilizing

Image of Fig. 3
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runs B, C, E and F as a triple stacked tetrad with intervening loops of
lengths 2, 10, and 8 in the 5′–3′ direction, respectively (Fig. 3D).

3.4. Biological function of various G4s within the entire kRAS promoter

Previous literature has described kRAS promoter silencing in the
presence of TMPyP4 [20,33], which we used along with its positional
isomer TMPyP2 to evaluate the biological function of the near- and
mid-G4-forming regions of the kRAS promoter. The effect of each cat-
ionic porphyrin on the thermal stability of the G4near and G4mid struc-
tures was determined by FRET melt (Fig. 4A). Consistently, 1 μM
TMPyP2 did not stabilize either structure, while 1 μM TMPyP4 did. In
particular, the TM of G4near was 34 °C alone and in the presence of
TMPyP2, but increased to 65 °C in the presence of TMPyP4. Similarly,
G4mid's TM of 52 °C alone, or 46 °C in the presence of TMPyP2, was
notably increased by TMPyP4 to 73 °C. While TMPyP4 does not show
a preference to either G4 structure, it is a useful study tool to examine
G4-mediated silencing of the kRAS promoter, with TMPyP2 as a nega-
tive control compound.

The effect of each compound on cellular viability and kRAS regula-
tion was monitored in Panc-1 pancreatic cancer cells, which are often
used in kRAS studies and particularly in previous G4 studies of the
kRAS promoter [20,21,23,36]. Changes in Panc-1 cellular viability were
monitored with the MTS assay at concentrations up to 500 μM incubat-
ed with the cells for 48 h. As both of these compounds have a marked
absorbance in the same range as formazin (e.g. 490 nm), the assay
was performed both subtracting for the colorimetric contribution of
matched doses of TMPyP2 and TMPyP4 (termed pre-wash) and after re-
moving all media from the 96 well plates and replacing it in all wells
with fresh media before the addition of MTS + 5% PMS (termed post-
wash); background corrections were still made for the lingering colori-
metric effects of the compounds. Once the corrections were made for
compound, it is evident from the post-wash conditions that at the con-
centrations utilized in all future experiments, namely 25 and 50 μM,
Fig. 4. Effect of G4 stabilization on pancreatic cancer cell viability and kRASmRNA expression. (
tions by the pan-G4-stabilizing TMPyP4 (1 μM), but not the inactive positional isomer TMPyP2
measured at 48 h. MTS assays were done with plates where the subtracted background includ
was removed and was replacedwith fresh media only, and subsequently included in the backg
at 490, thiswashing even had amarked effect on the fold cell viability. Post-washing, neither TM
subsequent cellular assays are denoted by vertical dotted lines at 25 and 50 μM. (C) Panc-1 ce
mRNA, as normalized to GAPDH, was measured. TMPyP4, but not TMPyP2, significantly (*p b

kRAS expression. Experiments were done in a minimum of triplicate; one-way ANOVA with Tu
there is no effect on Panc-1 cellular viability. Moreover, at concentra-
tions up to 500 μM, TMPyP2 does not significantly impact Panc-1 cells,
and TMPyP4 only decreases viability by approximately 25% (Fig. 4B).
Panc-1 cells were incubated with 25 μM TMPyP2 or TMPyP4 for 48 h,
and changes in kRAS mRNA expression were determined by qPCR.
TMPyP4 significantly (p b 0.05) decreased kRAS expression to 45.0 ±
0.1% of control expression, whereas TMPyP2 had no significant effect
(Fig. 4C). These findings support the role of G4-mediated silencing of
kRAS expression.

In order to assess the contribution of G4near and G4mid to the silenc-
ing of kRAS transcription, a series of luciferase promoterswas construct-
ed (Fig. 5A). In particular, regions of the kRAS promoter were inserted
into the promoterless pGL4.17 firefly luciferase plasmid (empty vec-
tor = EV). Following previously published methods [34] we assembled
a plasmid (kRAS-500) containing the promoter region of kRAS from
−500 to +0 in relation to the TSS, which had been shown to contain
silencing G4s [33]. In addition a plasmid was assembled containing
−324 to +50 in relation to the TSS (kRAS-324) to contain the near,
mid, and far-G4-forming region and to include the immediate post-
transcriptional region, which had previously been shown to be critical
for full promoter activity [9–11]. In addition, G-to-T mutations were
introduced in either the near- (324 mt Near) or mid- (324 mt Mid)
G4-forming region. These mutations matched those from the knockout
oligonucleotides in Fig. 1C. EV and an SV40-driven pGL4.13 firefly
luciferase plasmid were used as control vectors for all experiments.

Basal expression from all plasmids wasmeasured at 48 h, and firefly
expression was normalized to pRL-driven renilla luciferase expression
(Fig. 5B). SV40-promoter driven expression is almost 50-fold greater
than activity from the promoterless EV (1.46 ± 0.08 versus 0.03 ±
0.01, respectively). The kRAS promoter plasmids fell in between these
two control plasmids, and did not vary significantly from each other.
In particular, kRAS-500 basal expression was 0.69 ± 0.11 and kRAS-
324 was 0.94 ± 0.16. Each of these plasmids was also transfected into
HEK-293 cells, which were then exposed to 25 μM TMPyP2 or TMPyP4
A) FRETMelt demonstrated a marked stabilization of both the G4near and the G4mid forma-
(1 μM). (B) The effect of each compound on pancreatic cancer cell, Panc-1, viability was
ed compounds (pre-wash) and a series in which the media with and without compound
round normalization (post-wash). Due to the contribution of compound to the absorbance
PyP2 nor TMPyP4, at doses up to 500 μM, decreased cellular viability by 50%. Doses used in
lls were incubated with 25 μM of either TMPyP2 or TMPyP4 for 48 h; subsequently kRAS
0.05) decreased transcription and supported the presence of G4-mediated silencing of
key post-hoc analysis was used to determine significance in (C).
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Fig. 5. Isolating silencing G4 formations within the kRAS promoter. (A) A series of luciferase plasmids was constructed from the promoterless empty vector (EV) pGL4.17 backbone to lo-
calize the silencing G4s within the kRAS promoter. These included kRAS-500 (−500 to +0, relative to the transcriptional start site (TSS)), and kRAS-324 (−324 to +50 relative to the
TSS). Site-directed mutagenesis of kRAS-324 was used to introduce G-to-T mutations (approximate location indicated with white x) that abrogate G4near (324 mut Near) or G4mid

(324 mt Mid) formation. (B) Basal expression of the non-mutated plasmids was examined in transiently transfected HEK-293 cells for 48 h and normalized to renilla expression in co-
transfection assays. Promoterless (EV) and constitutively active (SV40) plasmidswere included as comparison. There was no significant difference between the kRAS promoter plasmids.
*p b 0.05 as compared to EV, $p b 0.05 as compared to SV40 plasmid, as determined by one-way ANOVA. (C) The effects of HEK-293 treatment (48 h)with 25 μMTMPyP2 and TMPyP4 on
promoter activity was examined in the EV, SV40 and wild-type kRAS promoter containing plasmids kRAS-500 and kRAS-324. TMPyP4 was equally significant (#p b 0.05 as compared to
untreated control, per plasmid, as determinedbyone-wayANOVA) in lowering promoter activity in the twokRASpromoter plasmids,whereas itwas inactive in the non-G4-containing EV
and SV40plasmids at that concentration. TMPyP2was also inactive in all plasmids. (D) 48 h basal expressionwas examined from the324 series of kRASpromoter plasmids, includingwild-
type kRAS-324, and select G4-knockout mutants 324 mt Near and 324 mt Mid. No change in basal expression was noted between any of these plasmids. (E) A TMPyP4 dose response
(25 and 50 μM) was performed in the wild-type kRAS-324 plasmid and its two generated mutant plasmids 324 mt Near and 324 mt Mid. The dose response was performed in the
non-G4-containing EV and SV40 plasmids. The colorimetric contribution of 50 μM TMPyP4 is evident in the EV and SV40 containing plasmids. In all plasmids where a dose–response
was evident, the magnitude of that response was examined by a two-way ANOVA. Both kRAS-324 and 324 mt Near maintained significant (^p b 0.05 for dose response, as compared
to EV and SV40 effects) G4-mediated silencing of promoter activity, whereas 324 mt Mid did not. These findings indicate that G4-mediated silencing is contained within the mid-guanine-
rich region of the kRAS promoter. All experiments were performed in a minimum of triplicate.
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for 48 h (Fig. 5C). There was no significant change in promoter activity
for any plasmid when exposed to TMPyP2, nor was there any effect of
TMPyP4 on the EV or SV40 plasmids. However, both kRAS-500 and
kRAS-324 demonstrated significantly lower promoter activity with
TMPyP4 treatment; the decreased promoter activity was the same
for both plasmids. As all G4-silencing potential is housed within the
324 bp from the TSS, and the kRAS-324 plasmid contains the previously
reported critical +50 bp region downstream of the TSS [9–11], further
studies were done using this plasmid.

As described above, site-directed mutagenesis was used to intro-
duce G-to-Tmutations to the near- andmid-G4 forming regions such
that higher order DNA structures could not form (as confirmed in Fig.
1C), while minimizing disruptions to potential transcription factor
binding sites. Basal expression was measured from each of the 324
plasmids after 48 h of transfection, and there were no significant dif-
ferences between any plasmids (Fig. 5D). In particular, as compared
to the kRAS-324's expression of 0.94 ± 0.16, the expression for 324
mt Near and 324 mt Mid was 1.31 ± 0.23 and 0.96 ± 0.30, respec-
tively. Upon the addition of TMPyP2, as for all plasmids described
above, no significant changes occurred with any plasmid with fold
RLU of 0.99 ± 0.10 and 1.01 ± 0.08 for 324 mt Near and 324 mt Mid,
respectively.

Image of Fig. 5
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Upon exposure of the plasmids to 25 and 50 μM TMPyP4, a number
of significant effectswere noted (Fig. 5E). Specifically, higher concentra-
tions of TMPyP4 led to an apparent decrease in luciferase activity or in
luciferin light detection as evidenced by the significant change in fold
RLU from both the EV and SV40 plasmids exposed to 50 μM compound
to 0.75 ± 0.05 and 0.72 ± 0.04, respectively. The dose–response noted
in EV and SV40 plasmids was comparable, and was considered to ac-
count for background effects of TMPyP4. This non-specific effect is
most likely due to dampening of the luciferin glow by the cationic com-
pound, in agreement with a previous study showing the same de-
creased RLU but no transcriptional downregulation from the EV
plasmid treated with 100 μM TMPyP4, as measured by PCR [37]. Any
significant changes in the extent of the dose response were compared
to these background effects using a two-way ANOVA. Both the kRAS-
324 and the 324 mt Near, but not the 324 mt Mid, plasmids had signif-
icantly (p b 0.05) different dose–responses than the control plasmids. At
the highest dose, fold RLUwas decreased to 0.55±0.09 and 0.51±0.15
for the kRAS-324 and 324 mt Near plasmids, respectively, and was
0.89 ± 0.14 for the 324 mt Mid plasmid. When the fold RLU is normal-
ized to the EV and SV40 non-specific effects, a 26 and 30% decrease in
RLU was observed for the kRAS-324 and 324mt Near plasmids, respec-
tively, while the 324 mt Mid plasmid displayed a 21% increase in RLU.
For comparison, at the same concentration of TMPyP4, the MYC
promoter-containing Del4 plasmid [38,39] demonstrated a fold RLU of
0.56±0.13, for a 24% decrease as compared to the EV and SV40 plasmid
non-specific effects (data not shown). From these data, we conclude
that within the entire kRAS core promoter, the most critical higher
order DNA structure related to transcriptional silencing is the G4mid

structure, as its abrogation disrupts TMPyP4-mediated promoter down-
regulation, and it is a new molecular structure for the development of
targeted therapeutics.
4. Discussion

The current work has characterized an extensive guanine-rich re-
gion of the kRAS core promoter, extending out 500 base-pairs past the
transcriptional start site. Within this region, of the three distinct puta-
tive G-quadruplex (G4)-forming areas, the most proximal and the me-
dial regions, termed near and mid, respectively, formed inducible
structures under a variety of buffer conditions, whereas the most distal
region, termed far, did not. Muchmore critically, a series of experiments
probing the potential biological role of G4 formation within cells
highlighted the silencing function to be maintained predominantly in
themid-region, versus in the previously described near structure. Initial
probing indicates that a great number of competing isoforms exist in
equilibrium under ex vivo conditions, and suggest that a major G4mid

structure is a tri-stacked mixed parallel and antiparallel isoform utiliz-
ing the second, third, fifth, and sixth runs of continuous guanines with
loop lengths of up to 10 nucleotide. Extensive characterization work is
ongoing to narrow the equilibrating isoforms under a variety of physio-
logical conditions, including molecular crowding, dehydration, and
torsional stress.

The core promoter region of kRAS is highly G/C-rich (~75%) and con-
tains two nuclease hypersensitivity elements housing the described G4-
forming regions [9–11]. Notably, the region+/−50 bp surrounding the
TSS is critical for directing and initiating transcription. The further up-
stream elements, including the DNase-sensitive G4-forming regions,
are important for optimal kRAS expression and are capable of dampen-
ing promoter activity, but are not the main initiator regions for tran-
scription [11]. Mutation of biologically active G4 structures within
critical core promoters generally leads to a change in basal promoter ac-
tivity [40,41]. No such observation was made in the current study with
mutation of either the near or themid-G4 structure in the current study,
which is in agreement with the previous description of the upstream
promoter region.
The physical binding of transcription factors to the kRAS promoter
region has not been mapped, making it difficult to assess the potential
impact of mutating potential transcription factor binding sites. The
core promoter +/−50 surrounding the TSS contains one consensus
Sp1 binding site, five E2F-1 sites (four of which are in the critical region
from0 to+50 bp), and consensus sites for a number of other factors, in-
cluding WT1, GR-alpha, p53, STAT4, and NF-AT1/2. The near- and mid-
G4-forming regions each contain a number of putative transcriptional
regulator binding sites as well, including two for MAZ (one at the end
of the near region and one in the midst of the mid-region), three for
Sp1 (one in the near region and twowithin themid-region), and several
for p53, E2F-1, STAT4, WT1, NF-kB, and more. The G-to-T mutations in-
troduced to the mid-G4 region disrupted predicted transcription factor
binding sites for p53, ETF, E2F1, and WT1. Mutation of the near-G4 re-
gion interrupted putative binding sites for Sp1 (one of six within the
kRAS-324 plasmid), p53 and E2F. It is possible that the disruption of
transcription factor binding sites within these regions could lead us to
underestimate the silencing potential of each G4-forming region, as
the expected increase in promoter activity due to G4 mutation would
be dampened by a loss of transcription factor binding.When the disrup-
tion of G4 formation is considered, however, alongwith the observed ef-
fects of TMPyP4with theWT and eachmutant plasmid, the likelihood of
a significant silencing effect of the mid-G4 is high and that of the near-
G4 is low.

The near region has been extensively explored by Xodo's group [20–
23,35], with variations in nucleotide inclusion, leading to evolving mo-
lecular models. These models varied from a di- to a tri-tetrad stack, al-
tering loop lengths and directionality. Initially, 2 isoforms were
proposed— both parallel three-tetrad G4s with a kinked cytosine locat-
ed between the first and second guanine runs [21]. In subsequent pub-
lications, the models were re-configured and inclusion of a thymine in
run two was suggested by [20]. The first model containing the possibil-
ity of a kinked thymine in the second guanine run was noted in 2009
with the inclusion of T/G (at the published positions 8/9) [23], and a
more concrete description of the hypothesized isoform was offered in
2011 as a supplementary model [22]. Given the varying models and
sequences, the presentwork included clarification of the particular gua-
nines involved in structure formation from the near-G4-forming region
in a more inclusive sequence, and confirmed the “kinked” structure as
the predominant isoform.

Surprisingly, further examination into the biological function of this
near sequence, in the context of the human core promoter, demonstrat-
ed a lack of silencing potential. This is in contrast to the conclusions of a
2006 study in which transfection of the human kRAS G4near promoter
sequence alongwith a CAT plasmid driven by themouse kRAS promoter
sequence indicated silencing potential [21]. The previous experiment
examined the effect of transfecting wild-type and knockout mutant
G4near on the promoter activity from the mouse sequence (with 60–
70% homology to the human sequence [11]), whereas the current
study directly examines the human sequence with wild-type and spe-
cific G4near, in addition to G4mid, knockout mutations within the entire
core kRAS promoter.While initial reports indicated a role of G4near in si-
lencing kRAS expression, as thiswas never directly examinedwithin the
context of the human sequence, the results presented herein are more
accurate assessments of the biological function. These reports are not
in disagreement, but are rather comparing different outcomes.

It is important to note that the data supporting G4-mediated-
silencing of the kRAS promoter to be housed in the mid-G4-forming re-
gion does not negate other important findings regarding G4 formation
within the kRAS promoter. In particular, work with TMPyP4 suggested
a decrease in kRAS expression within the first 500 bp from the TSS
[33], which we confirmed and clarified further to exist within the first
324 bp. Additionally, there are a number of studies working with pro-
tein regulation of the kRAS promoter [20,23,42], and the use of structur-
ally unrelated G4-decoys that have in vitro and in vivo efficacy [35,36]
highlighting the function of G4 formation. Rather, we hypothesize that
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the G4-mediated events noted in these other works in cells are mediat-
ed through the silencing G4 identified in the current works in the mid-
G4-forming region. There are a number of similar sequences and con-
sensus binding sites for the same transcription factors [9–11], further
in support of this hypothesis.

kRAS is frequently mutated in multiple cancer types, especially in
pancreatic cancer, making it a good anti-cancer target. The very low
survival rate of pancreatic cancer patients clearly indicates that
new and more efficacious treatments are needed and targeted kRAS
dowregulation holds a great deal of promise. Efforts have been made
to develop clinical agents focused on kRAS such as targeting its mem-
brane localization with farnesyltransferase inhibitors (FTIs), or its
downstream effectors, such as Raf kinase, MEK, and mTOR [43,44]. Un-
fortunately, none of these strategies have shown clinical efficacy. It is
notable that specific inhibition of kRAS expression using antisense or
siRNA oligonucleotides has shown promising preclinical activity,
but their application in the clinic is hampered by difficulties in drug
delivery [6,7]. The characterization of a unique DNA structure, as
described herein, allows for a new area of therapeutic research focused
on small-molecule mediated downregulation of kRAS expression.
The identification of small molecules that can interfere with kRAS
transcription by stabilizing G4s, will combine the best of all approaches
— the specific downregulation of kRAS expression with the benefit
of ease of delivery, as compared to antisense oligos. Thus, such small
molecules will have great potential in ultimately achieving clinical ac-
tivity in patients whose tumors have harbored this dysregulated
oncogene.

Putative G4 forming regions of DNA are preferentially clustered
~1 Kb upstream of the transcriptional start site [45]. Interestingly,
these sequences are found more frequently in oncogenic promoters
[12], including some representatives of the hallmarks of cancer
[46]. The varying loop lengths and tetrad compositions of G4s allow
for specific targeting, similar to targeting a protein with a unique
tertiary structure. The targeting of G4 secondary structures within
oncogenic promoter regions has led to the development of two agents
which advanced into clinical trials: the first-in-class small molecule
Quarfloxin by Cylene Pharmaceuticals, which was halted at phase II
clinical development due to difficulties with delivery and excessive
albumin binding, and antisoma's G-rich phosphodiester oligonucleotide
AS1411, a DNA aptamer with rare, but durable activity in renal cell
carcinoma, with minimal associated toxicities [47].

We have identified and characterized a previously unexamined
region of the kRAS promoter that is capable of forming a stable G4, of
which stabilization by the cationic porphyrin TMPyP4 led to a signifi-
cant decrease in promoter activity in an isolated plasmid system and
in whole cells. TMPyP4 is a promiscuous G4-binding compound, al-
though not of particular potency; its effect on kRAS promoter activity
was consistent with the effect on the MYC promoter-containing Del4
plasmid, as noted in the Results section. The MYC structure is the most
well described promoter G4, with known silencer function [46,48].
Thus, the similarity of observed changes in promoter activity from
these two plasmids supports the promise of targeting the kRAS mid-
G4 for clinical gain. The work with G4 decoys modulating the kRAS
promoter and affecting tumor growth in vivo, albeit prescribed to a
less significant region of the promoter in the original publications, fur-
ther highlights the potential G4-mediated regulation of kRAS transcrip-
tion [35,36]. This guanine-rich region of the kRAS promoter represents a
highly valuable newmolecular target for the development of small mol-
ecule therapeutics aimed at a number of cancers harboring mutant
kRAS, most notably pancreatic cancer.
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